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soon become the sole owner. Further, as has been
the case for almost a century, the Catholic is equally
eligible with the Protestant for all posts : he is under
no legal disability. In practice, however, the control
of power by the middle nation means at present that
in Northern Ireland citizens who identify themselves
with the purely Irish point of view have little chance
of any preferment. Yet probably the proportion of
Catholics who hold places of public trust or emolument
in the Six Counties, where they are in a minority, is
as great as it was fifty years ago over the whole of Ireland.
Moreover, it is fair to say that the difficulty for those
of the middle nation who wish to see their Catholic
fellow-countrymen have fair play has been increased
by the refusal of Catholics to take part in the work
of the Northern Parliament, whose right to existence
they, implicitly and explicitly, refuse to recognise.
This course has greatly emphasised the separateness of
the two nations which live together in Ulster, juxta-
posed but not blended.
This fact of imperfect national fusion at once
explains and dictates the present political organisation
of Ireland. It is agreed on all hands that the partition
of so small a country is contrary to all natural economy.
Two parliaments with their attendant expense, and
two separate systems of law and administration with
their attendant complications, are employed when one
would amply serve the needs of four million people.
A customs barrier, drawn across the island in so
arbitrary a manner that even many farms are partly
on one side of it, partly on the other, hampers the
movement of commerce. All parties are agreed that
to abolish partition and institute a central government
would be a good thing, considered in the abstract.
But on neither side is there as yet much evidence of
a practical will to create national fusion.
Naturally the Irish Free State as a whole is willing
and eager to absorb Ulster. Since the Catholic Irish
are three parts in four, power under democratic

